
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Bonus classification (％ discount) on car insurance  
In any car insurance contract has a bonus※ Depending on the bonus stipulated by the insurer, the amount of 

insurance is more costly or cheaper。The bonus level is made 1～20、in practice、1 rating insurance is more 

expensive (% less discount), ranking 20 insurance gets cheaper (% greater discount)。But, from the rating 7 the 

discount percentage be divided into 2 categories, without accident and with accident, and contracts with accident 

record they tend to earn less bonus (lower % discount)。Every new contract starts from the rating 6 (and there may 

be difference in bonus depending on the term of the contract regarding the age of the insured)。From the second 

vehicle made the insurance contract begins with the classification 7。Thus, from the second year of the contract, if no 

accident the previous year, the ranking goes up 1 degree。If the case in the previous year there is accident and use 

the insurance, accident classification goes down 3 degrees during three years the bonus 

insurance will be calculated as a bonus with accident。Damage caused by stones, 

windstorm and vandalism, accident classification lowers 1 degree during one year the 

bonus is calculated as a bonus insurance with accident。During the period in which the 

bonus is being calculated as a bonus with accident and there was another accident, 

the period with a lower percentage discount will be extended。（may be extended to 

six years）Who stopped working in Shin-ei and changed the group contract for 

regular individual contract, the share of insurance will be deducted bank account. Lately 

has increased the number of contracts canceled for nonpayment。Once the contract canceled, a new contract can 

be done, but the classification of the bonus begins starting from 6。（Who is graded below 6 and make a new contract 

in less than 13 months, the classification of the agreement remain the same）The bonus rating in the future can be 

transferred to the children, so for people who want to live for a long period in Japan, it is important to give importance 

to rating insurance。 
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Preventive measures against influenza・・ 

① Influenza Vaccine…Take the vaccine mitigates the symptoms, should it contract the 
disease. Not spread the disease, we will get the vaccine!! 

② Wash Hands…Efficient method for the virus eliminated. Regardless of whether or not 
influenza, this measure is a basic prevention to avoid infection. 

③ Maintain humidity of the adequate air…When the air is dry, the influenza virus spread is 
easier. This is because the membrane dries the throat and reduces the defense 

mechanism, so let`s keep the humidity between 50%～60%!! 

④ Rest well and eating well…Take care to maintain a healthy diet and get plenty is rest daily 
to strengthen the immune system. 

⑤ Avoid going out at busy places or where there is overcrowding…When an influenza 
epidemic, are targets mainly the elderly, tired or having little sleep, avoid going out at 
busy places or crowded places. If you have to go out to these places, use mask and try to stay little time as 
possible in these places. 

 

Study on changes in Labor Laws related to contractors 
On 11.17.2015 it was held a lecture given by the panelist Tahara, coming specially 

from Hokkaido.「Labor Laws revised in the year 27」。On the gave prestige with the 

presence of representatives of 15 customers connected to Shin-ei。According to the 

review by the laws, from now on all contractors will require a license issued by the 

federal organ。（Until now there was 「License」 and 「Registry」for contractors。After 

review, only the 「License」 will be accepted。）Shin-ei, is already duly licensed by the 

federal organs and working in accordance with current legislation, all to ensure the 

tranquility of all。We continue striving to comply with the laws and providing satisfactory 

service to our customers and employees. 
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Reflection of the month    

Perfection is not always linked to speed, quality yes! 
                                         Administrative Department             
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